Exploring the ncRNA-ncRNA patterns based on bridging rules.
ncRNAs play an important role in the regulation of gene expression. However, many of their functions have not yet been fully discovered. There are complicated relationships between ncRNAs in different categories. Finding these relationships can contribute to identify ncRNAs' functions and properties. We extend the association rule to represent the relationship between two ncRNAs. Based on this rule, we can speculate the ncRNA's function when it interacts with other ncRNAs. We propose two measures to explore the relationships between ncRNAs in different categories. Entropy theory is to calculate how close two ncRNAs are. Association rule is to represent the interactions between ncRNAs. We use three datasets from miRBase and RNAdb. Two from miRBase are designed for finding relationships between miRNAs; the other from RNAdb is designed for relationships among miRNA, snoRNA and piRNA. We evaluate our measures from both biological significance and performance perspectives. All the cross-species patterns regarding miRNA that we found are proven correct using miRNAMap 2.0. In addition, we find novel cross-genomes patterns such as (hsa-mir-190b-->hsa-mir-153-2). According to the patterns we find, we can (1) explore one ncRNA's function from another with known function and (2) speculate the functions of both of them based on the relationship even we do no understand either of them. Our methods' merits also include: (1) they are suitable for any ncRNA datasets and (2) they are not sensitive to the parameters.